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圄 Thewo川nder consideration for pl削catio肌

This section a主ksfor information aboutτhe work that you have submitted for publication. The time f『ame for this reporting is that of the 
work itself, from the initial conception and planning to tile present. The requested information is about 『esources that you 『eceived,
either di 『ectly or i ndi『ectly (vi a your i nstituti o时， to enable you to complete the wo『K Checking w。” means that you did the wo『k
without receiving any financia I support from any third paπy -· that i茧， the work was supported by funds from the same institution that 
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in general, not just in the a『ea of EGFR o『 lung cancer. 

Report all sources of revenue paid (or promised to be paid) directly to you or your institution on your bellalf over the 36 months prio『 to
submission of the work. This should include all monies from source主 with releva nee to the 主ubmitted work, not just monies fl『om the 
entity that sponsored the research. Please note that your interactions with the wo此’s sponsor that are outside the submitted work 
shou Id also be listed he『e. If there is any question, it is usually bette『 to disclose a 『elationship than not to do so. 

For grants you have 『eceived for work outside the submitted work, you should disclose support ONLY from entities that could be 
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perceived to have a financial stake in the outcome. Publicfunding sources, such as government agencies, cha『itable foundations or 
academic institutions, need not be disclosed. For example, if a government agency sponsored a study in which you have been involved 
and drugs we『e provided by a pharmaceutical company, you need only list the pharmaceutical company. 
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This sect’on asks about patents and E。PY『’gt、ts, whether pending, issued, licensed and/or 『eceiving royalties. 
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Grant: A grant from an entity, generally [but not always) paid to your 
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Pending: The J>atent has been filed but not issued 
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